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Football Player
Climbs in Window
Of Coed’s Room
emema tr
Al’)
elis involved in a
An SJS
disturbance M ai Li) morning that
resulted in the ai it -A of Paul
Lewis Latzke, second siting center
for the San Diego Chargers’ professional football team, on three
counts of battery on a peace officer.
Three San Jose police officers
were summoned by Elizabeth Hoskinson to her South Ninth Street
apartment after she was awakened
by a prowler who reached through
her front window and ripped down
the curtain and curtain rod.
Miss Hoskinson said the man
told her to remove her clothing
"so I can get a better look at
you" as he threw the curtain into
a ground level swimming pool.
Officers Clark Randall, William
Mallet and Gary Taylor responded
to the call and apprehended Latzke as he ran toward the rear of
the building.
-
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SJS Mexican-Americans
Threaten To Stop Movie
First an ombudsman and now a
college president have failed to
satisfy the Mexican-American Student Confederation’s IMASC) demands that more consideration be
given to Mexican-American problems on campus.
After meeting with Pres. Robert D. Clark yesterday morning,
John Garcia, MASC representative, said MASC, a statewide Mexican-American organization, will
seek to stop the first showing of
the faculty-sponsored film, "A Day
of Concern."
The controversial film is scheduled for showing at the faculty
meeting in Morris Dailey Auditorium tomorrow morning at 9:30.
The film, a series of interviews
with minority students, will be
piped into CH 226, ED 100, and
JC 141 for interested students.

MASC has demanded the film’s
showing be stopped, Garcia said,
because it inadequately represents
the Mexican -American minority
situation.
Pres. Clark offered MASC the
opportunity to air their feeling
on racial discrimination at another
meeting if they were not satisfied with the present results, said
college Vice Pres. William Dusel.
The administration has not heard
of any at tempt to disrupt the showing of the film, he added.
Ombudsman J. Benton White
also failed to settle MASCs complaints against "A Day of Concern." Last Thursday he met with
the professors who sponsored the
film and MASC representatives.
"Both parties," he said, "were totally rigid."
White then called another meet-

tog for last Monday. MASC representative John Garcia said that
after an organization meeting Sunday night, the group decided another discussion with the faculty
would prove fruitless. They doclined White’s mediation offer.
He said MASC has received telegrams from many local and national Mexican-American organizations supporting their ’actions.
"I am disappointed at MASC"s
unwillingness to communicate with
my office," said White.
"My desire is that communications be re-established. I don’t believe all the possibilities of my office have been exhausted. There
are still things we can do."
MASC has scheduled a meeting
tonight to discuss the club’s course
of action at the film’s scheduled
showing. Student Initiative, SJS
Mexican- American organization,
and other local groups will attend, said Garcia.
"We are tired of being ananana’
people, he said.
"We asked President Clark to
scrap the film entirely and he refused. If we don’t act now we will
only be helping to perpetuate the
cover new facets of their person- conducted to discuss, "The Rela- problems that the Mexican -AmeriBy DON CON
tionship Between Sensitivity Train- cans have been having for decades."
ality."
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
- For two days and two nights ing and Higher Education," "ExEight students and two professors sat in the center of a room the students and teachers did just perimental Education and Innovation" and "The Future of Experithat.
and stared at each other.
The participants ranged from mental Education."
After what seemed an eternity
But the lectures were only
of silence, one student addressed "Ivy League" looking business
the group. "How am I coming on majors to fully bearded philosophy "window dressing" to what was
really happening to people at the
students.
to you?"
From Friday afternoon until conference.
A bearded gentleman, seated di"We are finding ourselves up
rectly across from him, replied, early Sunday morning this group
"I think you’re still putting up a of diverse individuals tried to help here," one group concluded.
Jim Herbst, campus spokesman
The process of "finding" was
false front. Y o u project too each other discover the who, what,
completely without any formal for the Peace and Freedom Party,
and why of their personalities.
strong."
yesterday explained that persons
"We are letting down all the structure..
Others in the room nodded in
There were as many routes who register for the new group
barriers and hang-ups here for a
agreement.
A soul searching projection of weekend," a student from Chico taken to "self discovery" as there are entitled to re-register with anlife called "Sensitivity Explora- State said, "But I hope we can were individuals attending the other political party of their choice
after Jan. 20, 1967, if they desire.
conference.
tion" was happening to these 10 take it back with us."
"We’ve had some confusion re"Some people are wondering if
The students and professors
people.
Over 40 students and professors were asking each other questions we are accomplishing what we set garding this point, and many peofrom eight California colleges and like, "Do you guys think I’m act- out to do. There is no way to ple have asked us about it at our
universities participated in the ing phony? Are all the barriers judge this. Something is happen- Seventh Street table," Herbst said.
He added that an article in the
ing and that’s what counts," a
SJS Experimental College-spons- down?"
Berkeley Barb may have caused
ored weekend retreat at Brookdale
But more significant this ques- girl commented.
A philosophy major from the some of the misunderstanding. "It
Lodge in the Santa Cruz moun- tion, and others like it, were getUniversity of California, Davis said that persons who register with
tains.
ting straight answers.
cannot re-register, and that is
One girl, who had driven from added, "I was not sure when I us
This type of program is known
simply not the case. I contacted
by various names but mostly as San Diego for the conference com- came up here just what was going
the Barb about this, and they said
mented, "This is the most impres- to happen.
"sensitivity training."
"Right now I’m not sure what they would clarify the point."
Gene Lokey, Experimental Col- sive thing I’ve ever done. You get
According to the Santa Clara
lege director and organizer of the the feeling that a lot of these is happening, But something is goCounty Registrar of Voters, qualSanta Cruz retreat, points out people are being real for the first ing on and I’m better for it."
By Sunday morning everyone ified voters may change their parthat, "Sensitivity training is not time."
days before the
Along with the small group was sure of one thing. The bar- ty affiliation 54
therapy. It is aimed at well-adCalifornia State Primary Election,
justed persons who want to dis- meetings, general discussions were riers were down.
which is set for April 11 of next
year.
The Peace and Freedom Party
of California must register one per
cent (roughly 67,00) of voters in
the last gubernatorial election by
Jan. 20 of next year to get a third
By RAY BURTON
Presidential ticket on the April
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
primary ballot.
will
be
re57
years,
for
of
SJS
symbol
Hall,
the
Tower
Over 300 persons have registered
with the Peace and Freedom Party
dedicated Friday. The ceremony will be at 1:15 p.m., and will
at that group’s Seventh Street
feature chimes reminiscent of the Tower chime system that was
table since Oct. 25, Herbst added.
a familiar part of campus life for many years.
The old chimes were stilled during Easter vacation, 1963,
when the State Chancellor’s Office ruled Tower Hall was unsafe
during earthquakes. The entire Tower Hall complex was abandoned and scheduled to be torn down.
Activists, traditionalists, students, professors, alumni, sentimentalists, and the public-at-large voiced opposition to the
A 261 -year-old man will appear
plan and requested the Tower be saved.
tonight at 8:15 in Morris Dailey
The compromise plan finally adopted called for the destrucAuditorium,
Incredible? Possibly, but memtion of the quadrangle surrounding the inner quad, but Morris
bers of the audience at Freud
Dailey Auditorium and the Tower escaped the demolitioner’s
Wayne’s one-man show, "Benjahall.
min Franklin, Citizen", may find
the
to
ceremonies
will
-dedication
tribute
pay
re
Friday’s
it hard to believe they are not
people who played significant roles in saving the Tower. Among
seeing the real flesh and blood
statesman-humorist.
these are Dr. John Wahlquist, former SJS president, Jerry KettStudent body and faculty card
mann, Alumni Association vice-president in 1965, and Bob Pisano,
holders will be admitted without
1965 ASB vice-president.
charge, and general admission is
While honoring the past, the re-dedication also looks to the
$2. Tickets are still available and
future. This hope for a long future for Tower Hall will be sigmay be obtained at the Student
nified by presentation of awards to President Robert D. Clark,
Affairs Business Office or at the
Arthur Lund, national president of the Alumni Association, and
door.
Vic Lee, ASH president.
"Benjamin Franklin, Citizen"
Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary fraternity, has long been
has been scheduled as part of the
associated with the Tower. Roger Allen, fraternity president,
Invitation to the Arts series,
will accept an award on behalf of Tau Delta Phi. The fraternity
sponsored by the College Union
occupied the Tower from 024 until its closing in 1963,
Program Board.
salt
The awards will be’a piece from the old Tower complex emWayne, a noted character actor,
TOWER HALL
bedded with a bronze medallion signifying the past and the future
has toured extensively with his
... rededicated of Tower Hall.
show, which covers many aspects
of Franklin’s life.

Social Barriers Break Down
In Experimental ’Happening’

Peace and Freedom
Party Supporters
Can Re-register

Tower Hall Re-Dedication

’Benjamin Franklin’
Performs Tonight

MIME
By M
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Faced with a possible repetition of last month’s Marine demonstration. college administrators have asked San Jose City Police to stand by while Navy recruiters talk to
students on campus today, tomorrow- and Friday.
Continued iolations of college regulatiims "may neceitate action"’ by the stand-by
officers, according to a statement of "college policy governing Navy recruitment interviens," issued late yesterday al.
ternoon.
At a meeting intended for -.ploration and not commitment
Pres. Robed I). Clark met y
terday a ith representatives of
Students for a Democratic Society t SDS). the American Liberation Front (ALF) anti
interested individuals to discuss
college policy regarding recruiters on campus.
ON CAMPUS TODAY
Recruiters kir the naval aviation officers program will be on
campus today in Barracks No. 14
between the Journalism and Home
Economics Buildings, to speak with
interested dwlents.
Members of anti-war groups,
loosely organized by Students for
a Democratic Society, circulated a
letter Monday saying that a nonviolent demonstration would follow a 12:30 rally today on Seventh Street.
After yesterday’s meeting with
Dr. Clark, spokesmen for the
groups said they would meet later
to decide what action they would
take.
Dr. Clark opened the meeting by
telling the protesters that Navy
officials would not send someone
to debate with them as had been
asked earlier.
He said his decision on whether
to allow recruiters on campus was
"no different than it was at the
time the Marines came."
MILITARY ’UN-ACADEMIC’
Students argued that the milttau is "un-academic" and should
not be allowed on campus.
"If they (the military) represent
us around the world, then they
should represent their organization with a speaker on campus,"
said Steve Goldberg.
"Education and the military are
incompatible," said Bruce Jones,
member of the ALF and one of
those arrested in the demonstration against the Marines last
month,
All students emphasized that
since the military recruiters would
not participate in an "educational
dialogue" they should be banned
from campus.
Dr. Clark said he understood
their arguments, but he is "not
prepared to expel the military
from the campus."
Students asked that they be allowed to set up a table adjacent
(Continued on Page 3)

Professor To Press
Impersonation Case
By GREG RALKOVER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
An attorney for Anthony D’Abbracci, assistant professor of philosophy, said yesterday he will continue efforts to press charges
against Bruce Correll, law enforcement major, for allegedly impersonating an officer during Marine
table demonstrations Oct. 10,
San Jose Attorney John Thorne
has said he plans to take the
charges to the County Board of
Supervisors and to the courts, if
necessary, An investigation by the
district attorney’s office produced
no substantial evidence supporting
D’Abbracci’s charge, said Deputy
Dist. Atty. Ed Taylor.
’WON’T DROP IT’
"I won’t drop it!" D’Abbracci
said yesterday. "I will take whatever action necessary to air the
situation before the public, I’ve
also requested that the college
hear my complaint against the
student for failure to show identification and impersonating an officer."
The professor, a member of
Professors Against the War, had
approached Thorne after the demonstration with a four-page account of his own activities that
afternoon. Three days later,
Thorne requested that the San
Jose Police Department’s Detective Division investigate.
D’Abbracci told Police Sgt. Joseph Escobar that he had arrived
at the demonstration to find that
police had formed a line to separate the Marine table from the
demonstrators.
According to police reports,
D’Abbracci then tried to go around
the line, which included Correll,
but was stopped by Correll’s extended elbows.

NON COMMUNICATION
Then, according to D’Abbracci,
they went to MacQuarrie Hall to
"clear up" the situation and
agreed that the main problem had
been One of non-communication.
"The easiest thing in the world
I can do is to write a complaint,"
Taylor said. "But Sgt. Escobar’s
investigation indicates that no violation of impersonating a police
officer was present. The student
at no time presented a card or
badge representing himself as an
officer, and thus, has made no
violation."
D’Abbracci, however, states that
he can produce witnesses that will
testify to the fact Correll said he
was deputized.

HAD EIGHT’
The report said D’Abbracci then
presented himself as a faculty
member and said he had a right to
go through. He then moved down
the line and asked an unidentified
police lieutenant if he could pass
through. He said he was told he
could go around the last man to
get behind the line of officers.
The professor said he then went
State Senator Alfred E. Alquist
around the police line but was ID-San Jose) has denied a report
in yesterday’s Spartan Daily that
he advocated only a limited salary
incrmse for state college profee-

Alquist Wants
Faculty Raise

Book Talk To Explore
Society’s Neurosis
Dr. W. Thornton Hooper, counselor, will review "Existential Psychology" by Igor Caruso today in
rooms A and B of the cafeteria
at 12:30 p.m.
Dr. Hooper’s discussion on the
neurosis of modem society is the
fifth review in the faculty book
1k series.
"The book puzzles me," said Dr.
Hooper. He finds "illuminating insights" into some of the problems
of society, yet he is troubled about
the "traditional religious kind of
conclusion."
According to Caruso, modern society has lost its sense of values
and sense of what is important
and what is enduring.
Caruso considers a "neurotic person as one who mistakes experience, per se, as desirable." Also,
he says, this greed for experience
is the primary symptom of modern neurosis.
He believes in order for a neurotic person to restore his sense of
value, he must have a sense of
proportion about his experiencing.
Dr. Hooper said Caruso bases
his prescription towards restoring
a hierarchy of values on 19th century Danish philosopher Soren A.
Kierkegaani’s three dimensions of
man. These dimensions are the
aesthetic, the ethical and the spiritual.
Although he had no objection,
per se, to "pot or LSD revolt," he

again stopped by Correll and another student.
"I only refused to let him
through once," Correll stated. "He
said he was a faculty member,
presented a card which was upside
down, and said that he was asked
by his colleagues to take pictures."
When the demonstration broke
up, Correll said, D’Abbracci approached him arid asked "to get
a few things straight". "I told
him that I was a member of the
’posse comitatus’ and had been instructed by an officer at the scene
to hold the police line. At no time
did I say I was deputized."
According to Taylor, any person
who fails to aid an officer under
the ’posse comitatus’ would be
guilty of a misdemeanor. The
’posse comitatus’ is any group of
citizens selected by law enforcement officials to help them.
D’Abbracci says Correll had approached him after the demonstration. He claims Correll said he
was deputized by the San Jose
police and that he was keeping
D’Abbracci out of the area for his
own protection.

considers their use by people simply for an experience a very
nondescript reason for using them.

Three Students
Deny ROTC Drill
Disruption Charge
Three of four students charged
with disrupting ROTC drill on
October 3 heard oral testimony
against them at Monday’s meeting
of a special student -faculty hearing board.
Ira Meltzer, Robert Romero and
Jim Hurst elected to concede the
facts of their presence on the
field. They challenged, however,
the charge that their actions constituted a disruption of the ROTC
drill.
The fourth, Alan Nick Kopke,
senior majoring in history, was not
present. He has refused to recognize the Board since last week
when it overruled an objection he
raised.
Academic Vice-President Hobert
Burns appointed the three-faculty,
two-student member board to investigate the alleged disruption
and recommend what, if any, disciplinary measures against the
four students should be taken,

SOM.

"I wish to correct the impression in Tuesday’s Spartan Daily
story that I favor any ’limited’
state college pay raises," Alquist
said.
"The fact is I suspect a substantial pay raise is necessary, but
I am withholding judgment in the
amount until I’ve seen the board
of trustees report.
"This was essentially the point
of my statement to the Spartan
Daily Monday.
"There are many things I want
to consider before making such a
judgment. For example, in addition to an across the board raise,
college trustees should look at the
question of expanding the opportunity for promotions within the
departments.
"Lack of a chance for advancement can be just as demoralizing
as low pay. The object is to attract and keep the most talented
professors possible."

Engineering Prof
Named to Council
An SJS professor of electrical
engineering has been selected to
serve as a member of the Visitlog Committer of the Engineers
Council for Professional Development (ECPD).
Dr. George F. Moynahan Jr.,
who will serve one year, will work
with the committee which examines and evaluates the cuririculum of engineering schools and
departments accredited by ECPD,
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Guest Editorial

What Color Danger?
for
The new Citizens Commitito
Peace With Freedom in Vietnam can
liurtll hase foreseen that its initial
policy -tatement would be comiug out
titi tho -ann. day that the Gallup Poll
was reporting that more Americans
than es er nuts think it a ,iii -take to
has e sent I nited States troops to Vietnam in the first place.
Aohnittedly there has been longstanding Ilbjectiom from many a distinguished expert too the United States’
eser getting invoked in a major land
war on the Asian mainland. But public...opinion generally has tended hitherto to withhold unequis oral judgment.
Now that the Gallup Poll reports almost a dionbling of those who has e
come to think the Vietnam ins olve!tient a mistake, the shift in opinion
can be explaintd partly by hindsight.
Yet there is some measure of common
ground between the citizens committee
and the dissenters. Both at least base
their judgments on how they think
American national interests can best
sers ed.
l’he administration in Washington
still has not succeeded in removing
the nagging doubts of many Americans who would feel greater inner
s al
peace if many of their quest
t
Vietnam were better and more persua-

sively atisssered. A couple of weeks
ago. Secretary of State Rusk used a
form of words which were open to
as raising the cry
in
of -yellim peril."
The danger. of course, is not yellow.
In many stays. it is not es en red. It is
in fact a danger that can be best understood in terms neither apocalyptical
nor altruistic but in the context of
power and the balance of power.
Christian Science Monitor

Mississippi Landmark

Thrust and Parry

Working Through Established Channels
,
ISuggest Giving line,
Money to S.F. Campaign’
Editor:
I am sure thete are many students and professors who will agree with your editorial
(praising the Peace and Freedom Party) and
say that they prefer working through established channels to demonstrating.
For those who really prefer working and
not just excusing laziness or timidity. may I
also suggest giving some time and money to
the Proposition P campaign in San Francisco.
Here for the first time a major American city
has a chance to vote for an "immediate cease
fire and withdrawal of U.S. troops so that
the Vietnamese people can settle their own
problems."
If San Francisco were to support this

how responsible this demand of theirs (CAR)
was, I decided to find out how real academic
people, in the academic business, felt about
Clark’s action."
I would say that CAR’s actions have been
quite responsible in that they are based upon
a democratic determination of policy and action within the organization. On the other
hand, I would say that Mr. D’Abbracci’s
"poll" in support of Dr. Clark is a phony.
If he will meet with me at any of my office
hours. I shall be glad to point out to him who
it was that "twisted arms" of our Philosophy
Staff and whose arms were twisted.
I would also point out to him and others
the obvious fact that taking a poll on Dr.
Clark among members of a college department
is just about as reliable an index as taking a
poll among employees in regard to their support of the policies of a boss. Obviously, only
fools and very independently minded people
keep their names off such a list. The result:
a high vote of support. But a phony vote.
Before Mr. D’Abbracci starts criticizing
CAR, he had better look to his own muddied
skirts.
Frederick c. nommeyer
Professor of Phtiosophs
Member of CAR

strongly worded petition it would be One of
the most set ious blows yet to Johnson’s claims
of popular support. It would also do something to retrieve the reputation of the American people in an increasingly hostile world.
Volunteers and donations are welcome at 55
Colton Street. Telephone: 415 861-1866. The
election is on Nov. 7.
Dr. Peter King

Tutorials

’Mr. D’Abbracci’s Poll
For Dr. Clark Is Phony,
Editor:
In the Monday, Oct. 30 issue of the Spartan
Daily (p. 1), a question is raised about CAR.
of which I am a member. Mr. D’Abbracci
(Philosophy Department) is reported as saying: "Wondming just how academic and just

Guest Room

The Devaluation of College Teaching
By HARRY BENDER
Astd. Prof. of Psychology
Part I
San Jose State fount! it humiliating living M the shadow of the Unisersity of
California. Berkeley haul the prestige. It professors drew higher -.thine, eperienced ;...reater freedom, en jot ,11 111111Iefon,
prisilege, were copitmsl% .1%,:tided grants.
And these gods who coutpri-cd the I:al
Facitits had the god-lik. pr.r,eg.iiise of
? in.11111;:. filen in their otsti 1111.1.,y 110.v
a-thatned iii
C0111.1 bestow doctoratc-.
its normal school heritage. lusted for
Berkele’s status.
This gnawing envy was somewhat assuaged a few years ago by the opportunity
of seeing Berkeley writhe, as its students
resulted, and the multiversity found itself
many angles Many recogI
tti/ed that a major factor producing Care
ag
wa if, ss-tematie neglect of its
stmlents, and part i collar!) of its undergraduates.
Noire that whispered. "S,P4i
is a second-rate sehoor nut huh be drowned
out by sitinglv obsening that SIS was a
iii-titution. It didn’t consider prohii 10 he
fessor. too precious a e
squandered upon undergraduates. It didn’t
lerbase ma.. cla-es. It didn’t staff
with graduate students.
graduate
It regarded -.indents as more than a pool
of re -ea rch subjects and potential research
assistants. It didn’t regard leaching as the
least important aspect of a professor’s

work. It didn’t consider the reduction of
a teaching Itsail as the most appropriate
and highest rrssard for the sticeessful professor.
But before. (hiring and after the Berkeley crisis., es idence mounted that what
should have been an enduring pride in
its more effertise teaching was more a
temporal-% prop for SIS ",14.1.SICI111 11111ii
ihe day when it could set- sly compete
in BerkiIr’s own game of publicationsgrants-consult:unship,. There is -ad selfdegratlar
in the emerging nation whirl’,
awed by United States skull-, identifies
with its gadgetry rattier than with its Bill
Of Rights, and which depreciates uniqmdy
saluable aspects of it, own ttttt res to ape
the least admirable qualities of the Ameriran culture. SJS has shown symptoms t if
ass ttttt ing this role vis-a-s is Berkeley.
The dealtiation of teachhig relative to
more prestigef ill professorial actisities beonus f% 1111011 as we 1,.:1111illn I.% 01% ing farsits p
lion policit, at this college
lii 1957. wow:00111’W tuf effectisenes of
teaching was listed as the most important
judgment to be made of the performance
of the candidate for promotion. Underscored in the staff reference book was
the
mandment that, -A sir g rating
in this area is essential, hawk of effectheIleas in Waybill g may not he offset hv
strong ratings in other criteria."
To be su re. this code was flouted to in
then. Teaching performance often seemed
quite unrelated of advancement. Became
nome authorities making promotion de-

Chapman College
/WINO"

-11 orb!

I ’RESENTATIVE ON CAMP( IS
Slide PresentationNov. 2 & 3
:00.1 :00 p.m.
En 230

11v RAY IR IITON
enfants ersy over the I. .S.
Selective Sort ice Ss-tem, a very important
factor is constantiv oserlooked. This factor is a safeguard that protects the American people from d
at ion by the mill.
tary.
Military do lll i l ation? Sound fantastic?
Perhaps it is, but an investigation of foreign countries shows that it is a reality
in many countries around the globe.
The fact that it isn’t present in the
U.S. indicates that there are fundamental
differences between the U.S. and other
countries. One of these differences involves
the fundamental orientation of the individual soldier.
The normal young man drafted or compelled to join through fear of the draft
is still a civilian at heart. Ile regards the
armed forces as a period of involuntary
servitude to be endured in order to return
to the life of a eiNilian. He is not rem).
the to any idea suggesting military intervention in the domestic affairs of the
nation because he still regards himself
as a civilian. He has faith in the domestic
processes of his country and he is not
likely to carry out orders that clearly
threaten the existence of the civilian government. Consequently, the general with
plans of conquest finds that he controls
very unreliable troops.
The soluntem on the other hand, orients himself toward the military. The military often replaces eivilian government as
his primary allegiance. He will perform
any and all orders unquestionably.
In a nation where mon than three million men are members of the military organization, an all volunteer service could
be potentially dangerous.
In many foreign countries, the individual soldier places his primary allegiance
in his generals. Even if he is drafted, this
usually means a rise in his living standards. He gains prestige by sers i.ng its the
military. He is not civilian oriented, hut
military oriented. He helps implement a
coup d’etat without question.
Unpleasant as the idea may sound, the
selectise sersici assts’ iii may he one of
the best safeguards available in curtailing the threat of the military.
As long as the military establishment
of this country controls more funds than
any other organization in the world. and
as long as the military is used to forcibly
intervene in the affairs of foreign countries: and as long as nearly 10 per rent
of the productive adult-male population of
this country are under anus: safeguards,
any safeguards. are needed.
Imperfect as ihe otraft system is, it may
sonic day save the U.S. from a military
take-over.
In the present

’Must I Continue to Dig
To Finance ictivities?’

cisions had prisately decided that other
activities should be vueighted more hem.
ily than teaching. profe,,or, dies themseise- regarded as relathely inept in teachsus.s rose more rapidly than
Mos, adjudged better instructors.
Buil even authorities desiring to accord
teaching
prescribed In.
often
ha.ril is
decisions upon nott-teaching antis ow-,
1111. a,se,f111.1111 of teaching pre-rot. rumple% and perhaps insoluble problems. .1111
esersone feels
that he can judge teaching upsullity. there
are heaulau is. indeed for those willing to
make the 111.ef.,sar)r attempt to divorce
the 11$114.S$1111.111 from purely personal value. anti tastes.
In any ease, the unofficial message began to get through. Cidess one was blatantly haul in teaching. efforts devoted
tumards iimprosing teaching effeetiveness
were far luss likely to vivid promotion
than 1.s1.11 1,--er efforts towards scoring
j
1. iii non -teaching aetivities, such as
reuauarch and e lllll miner work.
.1, change in the rides followed this unofficial desalts:Mon of teaching. The 1966
edition of the staff reference book still
listed teaching as the first of four f
lions to he as.r..ed, and referred to teaching as -doe
skill
t essential in an
educat
al Institut ." Boit dropped was
tIii’ insiSleflee that "lack of effectiveness
in teaching may not be offset by strong
ratings in other criteria."

Editor:
I am a member of an oppressed majority.
A faculty-sponsored film dealing with race
prejudice on the San Jose State campus interviewed 15 students, of which 11 were Negroes
and four were Mexican-Americans.
The Mexican-Americans, through Student
Initiative (S.1.1, rose in righteous indignation
because they constitute 20 per cent of the
population at SJS while Negroes are only two
per eeht. S.I. presented a charge of radical
prejudice to the college’s ombudsman.
Is it in order for a White, Anglo-Saxon
Protestant to also claim discrimination because no WASP’s were interviewed! Or must
I silently watch the militant minorities on
this campus force themselves into a position
of virtual control of the college’s functions?
And must I continue to dig deeper into my
inflation-ruined pockets to finance their activities?
Dick Snyder, A3008

Police, Bradley Alerted
On Demonstration Today
Editor:
Wap, wap, wap, wait, wisp, wap, wap, wisp,
wap!
The Navy is coming to SJS. A student rally
has been scheduled for 12:30 today on Seventh street. A Non-violent demonstration has
been promised. The San Jose Police have been
alerted. Senator Clark Bradley has been
alerted. Campus security has been alerted.
I will sell pop-corn at ten cents a bag and
get rich this time.
wap, wap, wap, wart, wap!
Jeff Mullins, A15759
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Reagan Denies Homosexuals on Staff
II) JERRY RANKIN
Asarreirited Pre., Writer
SACRAM ENO
T
I AP,
A published report that two of his former staff members were part of
’’a homosexual ring" in Sacramento was branded by Gov. Reagan yesterday as a ridiculous lie.
Asked about the report carried
by Washington columnist Drew
Pearson, Reagan emphatically
told newsmen, "There is no truth
to the report. He’s lying."
The Republican chief executive
slashed into the columnist as an
untrustworthy
reporter
proved
wrong many times. "I think Drew
Pearson shouldn’t be using a typewriter and paper. He’s better with
a pencil on out -building walls,"
Reagan remarked,
In Washington,
Pearson released a statement saying, "The
facts in this case are incontrovertible and he knows it. He has
been posing as Mr. Clean and yet
tolerated two homosexuals on his
staff for approximately six months
and did not act regaiding them
until he was pressured . . . the

public is entitled to know the
Ifacts about a man who has ambitions to become president of the
United States."
In a special column distributed
nationwide and printed in some
areas Tuesday, Pearson talked of
Reagan’s chances for the GOP
presidential nomination in 1968
and "the discovery that a homosexual ring has been operating in
his office."
The matter was the first question brought up at the governors’
, weekly news conference. Reagan
[said, "I’m not going to dignify
Drew Pearson by even attempting
to answer anything as scurrilous
and as ridiculous as this report."
Questions, however, kept him on
the topic for more than half the
news conference.
Those allegedly involved were
not identified by name, either in
the column or during the news
conference.
Asked flatly if he ever had uncovered evidence of homosexuality
on his personal staff, Reagan dedared: "No." He called the whole

LINE-UP FOR
SPARTAN FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS
SATURDAYS
ON
-live the exciting highlights of
the previous week’s game between
(Re
the Spartans and Pacific. Featuring
Don Hayward and Coach Harry Anderson with special guests.

and "rumors,"
matter -gossip
adding, "I just don’t know what
you are talking about, really."
One reporter said the rumor had
gained statewide circulation, and
asked if Reagan intended to have
an investigation of it. He replied,
"I’m satisfied with the knowledge
that we have and I’m certainly
not going to dignify this kind of
scurrilous gossip."
the
Another question asked
point
governor
who
at
one
-

banged his fist in anger at a ques.
lion
was whether Reagan was
I right in reporting that Lyn Nofziger, Reagan’s communications di
rector, had told newsmen recent lj
in the East "that the two aides
had been dropped because of
homosexual activities."
"Nothing like that ever hap
pened," Reagan responded, and
then asked Nofziger to confirm
it. "Confirmed," commented Norziger,
- -

11,1

lliters

Which

V,Alli

re-

I

sent I twit* views.
In commenting on the possibility
it demonstration todaj., Pres.
Clark said "I recognize the position that Thoreau took . . . that
there are times when people feel
they must go beyond the law . . .
it is also true that when people
take this position they accept the

Sympathy Marches Set
uring King s Jail Sentence I
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (API -Demonstrations twice a day are
planned for the duration of a
five-day jail sentence for Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and three
other Negro ministers, the Rev.
T. Y. Rogers says.
Rogers, a civil right leader, said
Monday night at least two marches
per day will he held in support of
King, the Rev. Ralph Abernathy
of Atlanta, the Rev. Wyatt Tee
Walker of New York and the Rev.
A. D. King of Louisville, Ky., who
are serving jail sentences on contempt charges.
The four ministers were arrested
Monday afternoon when their plane
landed in Birmingham.
Rogers said the marches have
a two-fold purpose. They are sympathy marches- -"We march for
them in 1967, they marched for
us in 1963" -as well as a protest

against jailing of the civil rights
leaders,
Rogers said others who broke
the injunction prohibiting a parude on Good Friday in 1963 still
remain free,
About 200 Negroes marched
from a Birmingham church Monday night to the courthouse and
then dispersed without an incident.

Psychology Panel
A panel discussion on neurosis
will be held tonight in JC141, as
part of an abnormal psychology
class. It is open to the public.
Panel members will be the class
instructor, Dr. John Borgi, assist one professor of psychology, Dr.
Jud Landes, a clinical psychologist, and Dr. Vincent Zarcone, a
psychiatrist.

Spartaguide

"If people go beyond the law,
then I don’t see what alternatives
have."
The administration’s statement
said students will he admitted to
the recruiters only if they are interested in obtaining information
about naval enlistments. "They will
be admitted to the building only
in numbers that can be aecommodated’ by the interviewing team.
The interviewers will determine
how mueh time they can allot to
each individual student."
The release went on to say that
San Jose City Police would be
standing by and would be called on
"only if necessary to maintain order on campus and to protect college operations from disruption.
"Demonstrators who violate college regulations will be cited first
for college disciplinary action.
Continued violations may necessitate action by the city police.
"Any student who refuses to
identify himself to a college official upon equest will be considered as a non -student and will
be subject to
’,Ace action."

TODAY
Young Republicans, 7:30 p.m.,
HE3.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., HE5.
IEEE, 7:30 p.m., E150.
Phrateres, 6 p.m., JC221. Actives, 7 p.m.

Carrillo Ca%t41111110, 3:30 p.m.,
ED100.
Student Initiative, 7:30 p.m., 177
South 111th.
TOMORROW
Christian Science Organization,
7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel.
Royce Hall Cultural Committee,
Gamma Delta. 7 p.m., 375 South 7:30 p.m., Royce Hall formal
St.
Third
lounge.
Chess Club, 2 p.m., College
French Workshop Tutoring, 3
Union.
p.m., Building ti, Room SA.

SP %TITAN:

1’417

nAtty-s

Berkeley Radicals Switch
Protests to Curriculum

(Continued from Page I
la the

1

kVednestla.

Navy Recruiters
On Campus Today;
Police Stand By

Tlit nem
AP,
wlatse job it is to keep the Wall‘
between the University of
ainrofil
aC
administration anti the St
I dent activists at Berkeley says
Ithe heat is off the administration
- -at least for the moment.
Dr. William B. Boyd, brought
to Berkeley from Ohio State University 14 months ago to be the
administration’s trouble shooter im
student problems, said in an interview that cannrus radicals have
shifted their attention from the
administration to the faculty and
curriculum.
"The students are generally
questioning the relevance of the
currieulum. They tend to believe
it doesn’t really speak to the condition of their society. They want
to make it more relevant," he
said.
The 44-year-old administrator
said there are considerably fewer
problems at the university now
than when he arrived in August
1966.
Berkeley Chancellor Roger \\’
Heyris said about the same thir.
Sept. 29 and was soon criticize!
by editors of the student nest
paper. Their editorial said he no -represented the current mood ,1
the campus.
Boyd comes in for his share at
student criticism as an administration front man, but he said he
likes working with the zictivi-,
audebis.

!lie -.indent activist moveam really small group of alienated students tend to he mare
extremist and fssentiFilly nihilis’ tic. than their classmates. By their
stridency, they tend to color the
public’s attitude inward the whole
cif student activism. Lots of our
are
the kinds of people
Ftudents
who end up in the Peace Corps.."
he said.
The vice chancellor said that,
since jcining the university, he has
encountered two types of student
ern icism.
"The radicals, particularly the
people who consider themselves
part of the new left, see the university in complicity with the establishment generally.
"Then there are the specific complaints about university rules. They
pressure us to liberalize the rules
which affect them."
Boyd, who took his first college degree in 1947, said "students
today are far more serious about
,c-ariemie pursuits than most of
’ In

is

VIPre."

OVER 21?
NEED $5?
DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thrsi Fri. 7 adn.-3 p.m.

40

294-6535

lissi14 St.

San Jose

miee ie

Slyini -COUPON’ DAYS

PSpivey’s a la carte Special

SPA GHETTI
ALL YOL CAN EAT
$1,

with this coupon, only 1.29 for all this
broasted chicken
(4 BIG pieces!), poTatoes, salad,
roll and butter

4.

Spivey’s original

MONDAY:THURSDAY
OPEN 6 A.M.-I I P.M.

Jri..ilrg.FMARMEAPI ....................

72 E. Santa Clara

12th & E. Santa Clara Sts.
Only

STEAK
ANGELO’S HOUSE

Student Council, 2:45 p.m., Cafeteria A and B.

4

SATURDAYS, PRECEDING THE NCAA GAME OF THE WEEK KArnie

Radio Club, 2:30 p.m., E131.
Open to all interested students,
organiza I lentil meeting.
Epsilon Eta Sigma, 3:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria A.
i
Society for Advancement of
Management, 7:30 p.m., Sweden
House, 1310 Auzcrais.
Psychology Panel
IthiellfiN1011,
7:15 p.m., .1C1,11.
Spartacamp, 10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.,
Cafeteria. Applications for counselors thru Friday.
Women Over 21, 4 p.m., 177
South Tenth, Building V. Planning session.
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Administrative Analyst I is the entrance level in personnel and business administra-
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tion with several new positions to be filled. Requires a degree in Business or
Public Administration, Economics or Political Science,
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3. Civil/Hydraulic Engineer is the first step in the professional engineering series in
Contra Costa County. Requires a degree in Civil Engineering.
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For further information contact:
Dick Gearhart or Bill Ray
Contra Costa County Civil Service
P.O. Box 710
Martinez, Calif.

94553

Phone: 228-3000, extension 2013
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WITH LOVE"

plus
"GEORGY GIRL"
DISCOUNT WITH ASP CARD
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LITTLE LOST BOUTIQUE
520 S. 10th Street
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SPONTANEOUS SERENADETom Strain, senior English major, recently gave a spur-of-themoment guitar performance to a group of children sifting on the lawn in front of the Women’s PP Buildlnc Th’. children, three and four

years old, are in a Head Start program of the
Santa Clara County Economic Opportunity
Commission, which is using SJS facilities. The
woman is Mrs. Sarah Hankins, mother of one
of the young pupils.

New Resort Facilities Will Greet
Skiing Enthusiasts This Winter
A sound ski lodge on Mr
Reba is planned for the future.
Bear Valley has the largest lift building activity, with three
double chairs, a rope tow, and
T-bar ascending the 2.100 foot
Mt. Reba.

By rAT 711141 1.1.0(11
Spartan Daily Stall Writer
Already ski enthusiasts are
eageily awaiting the Bi.st snow
flurries to fall on the Sierra
slopes .. . to get back on their
skis and know the thrill of
swooshing down the hill in the
winter air. This year skiers will
find a number of new additions
in the various ski resorts.

Heavenly Valley and Alpine
Meadows have been constructing new lifts to accorrunixlate
the large number rit skiers.
Heavenly Valley will ’hoe two
new double c’hair’s, one stretching 8,000 feet across the California-Nevada line at a height
of 1,700 feet. The second chair
is 5,400 feet long and 1.200 feet
high.
Alpine will also have Iwo new

The Mkt. at Bear Valley, a
newer member of the ski resort
family located on Ebbets Pass
Highway, 175 miles east of San
Francisco, is expected to be
completed this winner, in addition to a village of vacation
homes.
*
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Tickets On Sale
For Cello Recital
Of Henri Honegger

On the Air

*

Club Offers Ski Activities

.11. Daik

Red Ram Beer Parlor 10th & William San Jose

doors
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Titchenal, profe,ii of ohs -leal
education and dui, adviser list
year, the club is for students interested in skiing and in meeting
other people in a casual atmosphere. Half of the club members
are beginning skiers.

the mention
To some
of a ski club brings to mind a
I picture of hearty skiers spending a weekend filled with rugged
I skiing told ,brolseo legs ancl ending with empty pocketbooks.
I
The SIS ski club, however, is
kw inex)rer ienccd and beginning
skiers as is ,11 as for advanced
R oh, r
Aiaioriling
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The dub arranges for reduced rates on lodging, ski
,quipment, lift tickets and transisirtation to and from ski areas.

IIUBB
BARBER
SHOP

%

Razor cuts &
hairstyling

§
1

Open

!Bon. through Sat.
9-6 p.m.

Located next to
Roberts book store
_

l’S

The club arranges four or:.anizeri ski trips during the year
areas as Heavenly Val, Alpine Meadows and Squaw
Valley. Up to 60 persons, along
with suitcases, ski equipment,
thermoses and lunch bags may
Ix’ packed into a bus on such
weekend trips.
In addition to skiing trips.
members take ice skating trips
throughout the Bay Area to help
isold up their ankles and pros ide extra social activity.
Club members may take dry
hind instruction in Los Altos at
a discount and less experienced
skiers may receive "en the scene"
instruction from more advanced
rlub members on weekend trips

double chairs. One, called the
Grouse Kock Lift, is in the ’Fwin
Peaks area. T,he other will be on
Hie older Alpine Meadows side.
In the future a restaurant seating 130 persons will be built at
the top of the second lift.

cert will be presented at 8:15
p.m. in Concert Hag.
The program includes Beethoven’s Sonata No, 4 us C Maj.,
Op. 102 No. 1; Bratuni Sonata
No. 1 in E Minor; a ballade by
Frank Marlin; and a Debussy
sonate.
Born in Geneva, where he began his musical studies at the
Conservatoire. Honegger went to
Leipzig to continue study with
Julius Klengel, following which
he was with Alexanian and Pablo Casals at the Ecole Normale
in Paris.
He has appeared as soloist,
not only with the best known
orchestras if Europe, but also
in North and South America,
and Africa.
For the commemoration of the
bicentenary of Bach’s death, in
1950, he presented the first complete performance in America of
the Six Suites for Unaccompanied ’Cello in New ’York, and
was caterwauls ins-it o to gistthis same program for the 1958
Holland Festival.
He appeared at SJS in N,,
ber a last year.

Construction is underway at
Squaw Valley on a 120-passenger aerial tramway, winch will
be 2,000 feet high and 8,100 feet
long. The Swiss -built tram will
have the largest capacity in the
world. It is scheduled for completion in the fall of 1968,
More facilities for every brand
of skier, from the advanced to
the bar-stool warmer, are becoming available every year.
This season should be especially
good, with all the "face-lifting"
the ski areas have been doing
good, that is, if Mother Nature doesn’t forget to bring us
colder weather.

INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Invites You To See

HAWAII
At the Garden

Theater

$1.50 Admission
MEET AT
137 N.

Group

5th Street, San Jose
At 7:00 P.M.
discussion after movie

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
South
10th
Street

PARKING
loll can park your

car ins back
of our store. But only for au
not
e dir 4)111: best to give stinients

it break. Our Cosmetics and
Gilts are just great’.

E. William

Follow Tenth St. &nen to ott r
sign. We’re glad to we you anytime.

El

The place to go!

PRESCRIPTIONS

sc.th loth & E. W,

PRINTING
DUPLICATING

-- (

AND

Nottu

50 COPIES

Ck1NtS
TOM PA AR

HEATHERSTONES ORPHAN EGG
NEW DELHI RIVER BAND

$3.50 at the door
$3.00 Advance Tickets
ADVANCE TICKETS ON SALE AT: Campi Music (Valley Fair), Draper’s Music (Palo Alto), San Antonio Music (Mt. View) Moyer Bros.
Music (San Jose), Weightless Albatros (San Jose), Continental 3:30 -6
p.m. Mon. -Fri.

1600 Martin Ave.

Santa Clara

$24
(81/2 x11 One Side, Including Paper)
Other quantities and sines proportionately economical

WHILE YOU WAIT
(About 10 Minutes)

Globe Printing Co.

Did you find something and you don’t know who or
what r I belongs to? Find the owner fast with a Spartan
Daily
Found Classified Ad. Nage )4 oir ad
in JC206 today.

(INSTA-PRINT DIVISION)
PHONE 295-6911
1445 SOUTH FIRST ST.

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

1.11Se

and

"Like baking

personal salesman ring 2:1.000

N

N7rwrimhier 1, 11417

I Former All-American

ILY-8

Kicker, Passer Lead
Mangiola Keeps Spartan Nets (lean Undefeated Cowboys

By BOB SIORRELL
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Ile was All-American in 1965.

Ile is "One of the hardest workers" Julie Menendez has ever
coached.
I

"He" is Frank Mangiola, 26year-old goalie for the Spartan
soccer team.
Since taking over the goalkeeping chores as a sophomore at the
start of the 1965 season, the senior
physical education major has been
involved in 14 league games, allowing just 24 goals.
The Spartan’s conference record
under Mangiola’s talents is 9-2-3.
This season he has helped shut
out UOP 6-0 and Stanford 7-0 and
has given up only three goals to
USF and Cal combined,
Amazingly, Mangiola never
played soccer in school until he
came to SJS.
He transferred from San Francisco City College in 1965 and
broke right into the Spartan varsity squad.
The coach (Menendez) saw me
while I was playing for the San
Francisco A.C. soccer team and
talked to me about coming to
SJS," Mangiola said.
Mangiola got his first experience
for SF’AC in 1960 while still in
high school.
"My brother Marino was playing
goalie and got injured so I filled

in for him and finished the season," Mangiola said.
"Then in 1961 I went to play
for the San Francisco Vikings,"
Mangiola said. "The first year we
had a pretty good team but after
a while only seven guys would
show up and we would get
bombed."
Mangiola joins the SFAC as
soon as the college season ends
and plays soccer straight through
until March.
In 1965, Mangiola had a fine
first year with the Spartans, giving up just 16 goals in eight
league games as SJS finished second in the conference with a record of 4-2-2.
He did such an outstanding job
that he was selected as second
team All-American. An injury
early in the 1966 season prevented
him from further honors.
"I saw a lot of action in 1965
because we had a double roundrobin where we played every team
twice." Mangiola said. "They
(Stanford, USF, Cal. UOP. and
SFS) were all tough teams so
goalies got a lot of work.
"It will be harder this year for
a goalie to win All-American now
that the conference has expanded,"
Mangiola said.
The Spartan goalie feels goal keeping is basically positioning
and anticipation. "I feel my size
(5-9, 160) is just about right for
the job." he said.

A stingy defense. the top field
goal kicker in NCAA history, and
a quarterback who can do everything will be the major obstacles
for the Spartan gridders Saturday
afternoon when they shoot for an

Me and Them,
Theta Chi
Battle Nov. 6
FALL spot:Ts
Bowling team captains will meet
today at 3:30 p.m. in MG 201.
Bowling entries are due today.
Sigmups for hunch Ct-rnan) basketball will he due on Friday.

- cr,,

r

arc

etuson

FOOTBALL
independent
Me and Them,
champs, will clash with Theta Chi,
fraternity league winners.
Nov. 6 for the All -College title.
Theta Chi got into the All -College playoff by whipping Alpha
Tau Omega, last year’s fraternity
champs, 21-6 yesterday.
Me and Them won the All -College title last year.

upset win over No. 8 ranked
Wyoming.
A homecoming victory for the
Spartans will not be impossible,
but they will have to do a cornesieboryest.-e
,
rsal of last Saturday’s
less to Pacific to even stay

bin

the powerful

W yoming has won eleven
ight games, with seven wins
this year. Coach Lloyd
Cowbays had a 10-1 mark
i)st year, and with 27 returning
let termen, including six all-conference players, the club appears to
be headed for another post -season
bowl game.
The Cowboy defense has allowed
only nine points per game, with
only Arizona and Arizona State
scoring more than one T.D. Halfbacks Vic Washington and Dick
Speights earned league honors last
year and have continued to give
the opposing team’s passer fits in
Wyiiming’s seven games.
.,:ating

HAPPY WINNERSpartan goalie Frank Mangiola gets a congratulatory hug from the wife of teammate Fred Nourzad after
SJS’ 2-1 win over USF earlier this season. Mangiola’s quick moves
have helped keep the Spartans undefeated this year.

Mon. -Fares of Jazz
\Niei.l. .r a li.t.m:t.rs’I’lle New
ty
Thurs.-Brown R. Shelton

\

interlude

One minute later Wake knotted
Clara International Swim Stadi!um in preparation for the week - the score at 11-11 with his third
1,d 8. SANTA ClAikA, SAN’t0Si
end’s encounters with Long Beach goal of the evening. Cal then went
TO REMEMBER
State Friday afternoon and UCLA
on to win on the penalty shot.
The (rush stand 6-6 on the sea-1 Saturday morning.
The varsity brought home two
son with only two games left
Nov. 11 coach Lee Walton’ t crew victories over the weekend, smashing UC Davis 22-2 and taking a
to Stanford.
FORMALS travels
forfeit win over Sacramento State
In the varsity polo camp, the
1-0.
twice defeated Spartans are workLast Friday night California
ing out this week in the Santa
(rush poloists capitalized in a free
penalty throw with 10 seconds left
AND
in -the game to edge the Sparta babes 12-11 in the Spartan pool.
UP
It was a tough game for the
(Round Trip Including Tao)
Spartans to lose after they had
built up a 4-1 margin in the first
State students, faculty, employees, and
Jose
Open to San
quarter, saw it disappear by the
their immediate families
third, and tied at 11-11 with 45
REGULAR GAS
seconds left in the contest.
RETURN JAN. I (evening)
DEPART DEC. IS (evening)
Bob Wake, John Miles, Paul MiRETURN JAN 2 (evening)
DEPART DEC. 16 (evening)
halow and Jim Williamson gave
Guaranteed
Non Stop -Super Jets
the Spartans the three point spread
Party perfect fashions from
major Oil Co. gas
Space is limitedSo make reservations NOW!
in the first period. By halftime,
our exciting collection.
For Reservations
though, the Bears had closed the
Junior sizes 5-15. J ti ii i itr
imp to 6-5.
Petites 3-13.
Cal went ahead for the first time
or wile to
Validated Parking
early in the third period, 7-6, but
10th & Taylor
(Mail this request today)
Charges
Bank
Williamson quickly knotted the
13th & Julian
SAN JOSE
CHARTER FLIGHTS
score.
Layaway
6th & Keyes
995 Market St. (Suite 901)
With three minutes left in the
4th & William
Mon. and Thurs.
Open
San Francisco, California 94103
game the Golden Bears jumped
Until 9 p.m.
lo a 11-9 lead on two quick goals,
persons.
Gentlemen: Make my reservation for
but Wake inched Sparta closer at
the two minute mark, 11-10.
Name
San Jose almost tied the score
Address
a few seconds later on a shot by
An Invitation to Learn of
Mihalow but the shot nicked the
Phone
Zip Code
metier of the rage Nell failed irs
go in.

218 Willow St.
294-4009

259

Puritan Oil Co.

PHONE 392-8513

Fly south for only $11.43

From San Jose airport to Los Angeles, Flecira Li, $11.43, 727 Fan Jets
$13.50. San Diego $17.7S and Sl’i.145. Phone your
campus rep or PSA, San il,Se 7ir. 17211, or travel agent.

****************************************************** ***** ******* ***** ***

SOCK IT
TO ME
BENNY!

with advanced & complex
guided missile systems

* * * NSMSES * * *

Schedule an interview on
November 6,

1967

with the representative of:

NAVAL SHIP MISSILE SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING STATION
Port Hueneme, California
For positions as:
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
AEROSPACE ENGINEER (MISSILES)
PHYSICIST (ELECTRONICS)

Your Placement Director
has further information
will furnish brochures
can schedule an interview
Opportunity Employer

Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
Starts at 9 p.m.
(Si cover for minors)

NEW YORK $149

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Located on the California coast
mid -point between
Santa Monica & Santa Barbara,
we offer the ideal
physical and technical climate.

1

In. & SalThe
k ristorrati.

Math students count on PSA

CHRISTMAS JET
FLIGHTS

$16.99

as no one has been able to do it in
2!:2 years.
DePoyster broke the NCAA
career field goal record by Princeton’s Charlie Gogolak last Saturday against Arizona State. He
booted three to raise his total to
30. The 6-2. 196 pound senior also
does the Cowboy’s "’uniting anti
place kicking.
SJS’ biggest headache may be
quarterback Paul Toscano.
Switched from safetyman, where
he earned second team league honors last year, Toseano has been
among the top ten in the nation in
total offense all year. He has
thrown for over 1100 yards and
14 scores and is second only to
tailback Tim Kiick in rushinc.

FEATURING:

A spunky group of freshmen
water poloists travel to Moraga
this afternoon to battle the St.
Mary’s varsity at 3:30.

MAKE IT A NIGHT

method to halt DePoyster’s scoring, he should put a patent on it,

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 Nights a Week

Frosh Poloists Engage St. Mary’s;
Varsity Drilling at Santa Clara Pool

Just 3 Blocks From Campus

An Equal

reach of

SJS coach
) ry Anderson’s
chief prOblum concerning the
’Pokes offense, will be figuring out
a way to stop kicker Jerry DePoyster. If Anderson does find a

Norm"
yits),F9M

/1

it
(*i

We

TONIG

,is

ITBENJAMIN FRANKLIN

Itrow.ht to life 1)N lre.4141
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,
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TO STUDENTS & FACITITY
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,..,-,er.nratof 1
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SJS Student Plans ASG Conference
Approximati,,. iia3 delegates from college call send the bet ter criser,
be of the conference’s
150 college, and universities will
Ise attending. According to Klee man, anyone can attend the con! ’tint of the four-day con ference as a delegate by paying fere, . roll Is’ a symposium on
the SO fee, hut colleges usually
drip_ou
crrIlege Cam send their elected reptexent:i IIves
I ii.. rra Varnials: An Oh:t
:.,.
However, each mlleci!
11,10
will feature disonly one vote. So far, I.
hy lawyers, physicians,
oc
Gene Lokey have been
psychologists and psyattend.
ian added that since
ritnitsium avill be held in
he going on
!,.
1,11111,
oh the ’,Indent See,PI,
inra r
t
Srr,. r
Phiume\
meeting in
,,
,.
dining the confer-

The Fourth National Conference
of the Association of Student Govermnents LASGi to be held Nov.
22 to 26 in San Fiancisco will find
SJS an active participant in tilt
planning and organization of the
workshop-seminar sessions.
The conference. sehifii will fedture speakers and discussions on
all aspects of student life and goyernment, is being organized by
Gary Kleeman, 5.15 student and
national ;Rimini- t 1.1! i ’’,’
lent of ASG

WejligILt bag goes collegiate!
!i9CZNY$1675
outsmart Dar
Katavan feat.,
safety aippor
pockets that ,
ends. Order
roomy Kara..,
Chocolate Bic,
size, 16’invr’.
extra large I.
Brown or Bore
Sold by Tall order r .
Or money order, Gt ’
in 10 days for full

.

CO.

KARAVAN SAL

Send Check
I ,un guaranteed or

!through the annual national conligence, student goseentnent reference manual, monthly newsletter
and regional conferences.
President of ASG is Robert
White, student at the University
of Oklahoma. Vic Lee, ASB president, nearly became president
when the 1966 convention in Oklahoma gave his nomination a standing ovation.

Lee

declined the nomination,
stating he felt he could do more
as a local officer.

’Health Service
Influenza Vaccine
Supply Depleted
The supply of intluenza oaccine
at the Student Health Service here
has been depleted, according to a
spokesman for the service.
A flea’ type of vaccine containing an additional strain of flu virus
has recently been developed, and
has

been

or

order

1&-I.

Gt!ic;. Store Offers Such Discounts

1

B;’,!IKAMEMUIRD 1ST NAT. MASTER CHARGE

Alma

A WOMAN
and
THE GROUP
295-2041
and Almaden

Ask about our
SENIOR FINANCE PLAN

DON’T MISS OUT ON
NO IMMEDIATE CASH OUTLAY
FOR QUALIFIED STUDENTS

THE FUN THIS WINTER

SKI

YOU CAN START MAXIMUM
PROTECTION RIGHT NOW
FOR FULL INFORMATION,
CALL TODAY

ON REAL SNOW

GERALD E. ASHE

11

DISCOUNT

SALES
T
, 111

DiscrA,!1.Nrrii

1,1.g Picia OFF

FAMOUS 8RANO-AMER. & FRENCH

FAMOUS EUROFEAN BRAND

SKI PARKAS
99

Pit /I

A Vire’

.1,71 alC.114
,11..tri:
kSly
niNCoNIA
ALSO FAMOUS
IS ’’.111 WE CAN.
Nos MUNTIoN.
Lar a, variety

MEN’S -Reg. $55.CO. Sizes 28 .fo 18
WOMEN’S -Reg. $49.50. Sizes 8 to i 8
Xtra Shart-Shorts-Ragcl- Lencts
WE PROMISED NOT TO
PUBLISH NAMES TO
PROTECT FRANCHISE
DEALERS. YOU’LL
WANT SEVERAL PAIRS

Vier)

SKI PANTS

r3

.6

171i:

PARKAS

WOMEN’S
NON -STRETCH
YOUNG MEN’S C 9
28 & 29 WAiSTJ

GIRLS

Cia.s0.1
nu,

_ 1a9
99

0.1:5 SMALL GROUP
FRENCH IMPORTS
LIMITED SIZES. Reg. 59.50

SKIM PPNI5
9

NYLON SI1ELL

29

399

Reg. 6.00

;NYS’ 8 GIRLS’ FAMOUS MAKE

Reg. 10.95
imair.r.eam 0,,liteNcas am&
Pi
hj

,.ourra.
Vir I FAMOUS
6NEWEST FINEST CON- 11 BRAND
STRUCT1ON. OUT PER
IN
:FORMS METAL SKIS EVERY MA
Min’s aswE onson’i
LE0100

WAY. MADE

BUCKLE BOOTS

4999

so usc
ISS 1. AUSTRIAN
_
FAMOUS BRANDSWhen Nyhar Wore Prk9hil .19.50 to 69:50
MIS GROUP FORMERLY USED FOR
RENTAL5 - NEARLY NEW CONDITION

!Reg. 109.50

BRAND

,Amotis sivarx
tr..."4%.44

Spartan Daily Classifieds

WE MADE A TERI9HC BUY
1 Ot.4 ’HESE SUPEF.B METAL
.-. Sitaf . WE HAVE A FULL
1 in 11.1’-c")AL
0: SIZES. BUT SUP.
SWEATERS
TURTLE
l’a’ FiY LIMITED. 4900 FAMOUS 599
7,. UNDER.
NECK
s, ’HURRY!
WEAR
’’ MAKES
Is
T SHIRTS
il Tops or Bal.
.Reg. 10920
.J.V.Ii ;XTBIII:i72.f.iJC:t4P-.7111 1...7011: :,:-11PTS:1 411111T0,41=1111,a1 i

i no .F:NELE

AFTER
SKI
BOOTS

0)99

L UP

HOUSING (SI

LOST AND FOUND 16)

Rd.
CLOSE COMMUTE.
,M. 7 miles to Los
& Skyline. Fab..
LW down. Terms
Gatos. $25.001
Cell anent 430 1411Ci Evenings 377.4107

LOST: I SIAMESE CAT ON 10-28.
? Call Linda 294-2916.
Vicinity ot
ft,,,n 228.

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
HUMANISTS ON CAMPUS. 1,i,s

,

TO
___

810 16

LOS ALTOS
DAY & EVE. CLASSES

r.5710

iT"Er"

SIZES

961-6921

1,41

LI,,s419,74.74c,a-atas-574:41

JAI

I950 W. Hamilton, 3784177

4988 EL CAMINO

OPEN SKIING AVAILABLE

tr:Ii/

S811

a

REUNION, CLASS OF 1962, Washing’
Etc,
November 24. 32 ACRES, PAVED COUNTY ROAD.
Trees, Big Spring utilities, unbelievar
4-.60 or 287-0785.
view of Santa Clara Valley. $50 OL
Good financing. Call agent, 438-040G.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
Evecino, 377-4357,
PORSCHE ’53 GOOD shape. $685. Call
, hr Bull 244-9800 Or 948-0483.
62 VOLKSWAGEN SEDAN. 9,000 miles
on rebuilt engine, trans. & tires. $795.
Call 293-3145 days or 298-7585.
’59 "THAMES" ENGLISH Ford van. Re.
cent valve job. Has bed & radio. Will
10
anywhere. $300. 2155 Lanai Ave
= 122 tr call 251-8006 or 374-0907
59 PORSCHE, GOOD condition, needs
t , body work. $1000. After 5:30 p.m.
all 245.6240.
’66 SEARS SPORTCYCLE. 250 CC. 4
speed. 2,000 m:les. $350 or best offer.
Also leather Suit & helmet, $70. Call
298.3050, 8.5 ask for Fano.
’63 HONDA DREAM. 250 CC $250.
Good condition. Call 286-5854.
’64 CHEVY MALIBU SS. Silver with
black interior. 327, 300 HP, 4-speed.
Excellent condition. $1450. 298-0174.
4 MAGNUM SOO CHROME WHEELS,
good condition, $80. Also 2 735/15
mud/snow tires on VW rirns, $55. Phone
after 6 p.m. 298-3606.

PERSONALS 171
NOW OPEN FARRELLS ENGLISH I,h

0 d
MEN: SINGLE ROOM, 1/2 bath, close Or.
CUSTOM
MACE CONTEMPORARY
.o S IS. quiet. 406 S. 11th St.
41’ a
,eieelry in cast
woua., I
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to Authectic recipe from the Old Counshare house w/4 others. $40/mo. Call
try. Open 4 pro, to 10 p.m. daily.
294.8352,
you should know quality.
APT. FOR RENT. Manager apt. #11, IF YOU SEW,
If you know quality, you should know
293-5760. 475 S. 4th St. New & specious.
of Waterbury Con.
Originals
Carnpus
Very close to campus.
rectk.,1. A complete selection of fine
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. 2 bed- fabrics for the college woman, includ
room, 2 bath. State House, 508 S. 11th inq woolens by Pendleton and Anglo.
St. Call 298.7455. Only $50/rno.
Available through your local Campus
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to Originals representative. Call 298-4587
share 1 bdrm, apt. with 2 others. 550/ afternoons & evenings.
Call297
SERVICES 181
F"URNG."P
E ROOM,dRIVAT’r ’d
kit, pir79:
iv. 660
S. I I th St. Private entrance - exit.
547.50/mo. Call 292-8226.
EXPERT TYPIST-THESIS, term papers
NEED A PLACE TO live, rent free? 1 etc. Phone 258-4335.
have a rice bachelor cottage near town TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND Last
in the east foothill area. Exchange that, Term papers. etc. Call 264.8592,
with utilities & garage for -chores’
around plaCe. Need transportation. Cell TYPING IN MY HOME, IBM Pica. Cal
243.6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
295.0215 days or 258-4988 evenings.
i GIRL TO SHARE newly furnished & TYPING - TERM PAPERS, THESIS, etc.
decorated apt. near SJS. (1tae. Call Experienced and all work guaranteed
after 4 p.m. 295-4283.
Reasonable. Phone 294.3772,

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’67 HONDA 450, 3000 miles, excellent
care. $725. best offer. Prof. Hansen ext.
2482 C 293.3416.

An Ft
- S

ELS 1/2 OFF

CROIX - PENN - CUiCK - GOODY - PFLEUGER - SOUTH BEND - OCEAN CITY
AND ALL TOP NAME DUNDS INCLUDED -HURRY

Hand Guns-All Typet

!:.:

41/4:7’’717ae’t n.:"

L

.

stet aerie,.

Mr

.1J1j
Surfboard Blnks 1
Finish It Yourself I
_
WE CARRY
A COMPLETE
LINE OF

see ,i noses

GUNS
.___ from 8.90
GUN CA.ITE
Dern 1.99
GUN RACKS _Item 2.91
SHOTGUNS
29.99
22 RIFLES ........less
99j Wet Sults
1199 Reg.
1 Surfer Jacket IL
19.95

ARCHERY

SAVE NOW WITH GREATER

STATION
WAGOte
PAD

COOK SET
12 pc
Pea 8 95

499

399

P:trin. B1E

JOHN

STATION
WAGON

ReJJ. 695

AIR MAT

799

399

1 Man New 1 THERMOS
LI; t RAFT
LANTERN
117 sift la

1399 9 99

2-Men29.99

FLOOR !AMES
WHITE SW. G
50% OF F! irACTORY

CLOSE OUTS - DISCONTINUED COLORS ETC SOME ONLY
/NE OR TWO Of ACING HURRY,

7

....-,pEcIAL

.t
Nif2

...Mae

."::.:
7 MA A MT

Pm Teel A Otkers

An, Gas

THERMOS
Stove 2.6r.
Reg. 24.95

t se Any Gas

11

STERLING

BASEBALL IA
DOWN GLOVES
BAGS
2-18. SKIER TENNIS RACKETS II.-,’. 1199
or McKINLEY BADMINTON SET
Uilt’5lIC

599

WHITE STAG 2 i 19"
SPECIAL BACK PACKERS
MUMMY BAG ;,., I

4999

05%

1/2 Off

LIFE JACKETS
BOAT CUSHIONS .
,?7,1DOWN

IV

2"
WATER SKIS 911

To Place
an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

III

RADIAL DRILL PRESS $37.50. Jointer.
plainer $29.95. Wood lathe $15. Radial
arm saw $129. All new tools. 292.0409
or 241-1943.

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

Tuesday & Thursday
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

HELP WANTED 141
WANTED BY RECORD CLUB OF
America - campus representative to
earn over $100 in short time. Write
Mr. Ed Benovy, College Bureau Manager, Record Club of America, Club
Headquarters, York, Pa, 17401.
BABYSITTER. MY HOME. Two random
evenings 2:30.12 per week. Own transportation. Call 241-3285,
TALENTED GIRL TO COOK for 5
senor men in exchange for meals. M -F
dinrer. Call 286-4770.
MEN - PERMANENT PART TIME
work as inventory specialists. Average
20 hrs. per week. Must be available
from 5 a.m. to I I a". No experience
necessary, we will train you. Call 241.
2563 November 1.2 between the hours
of 810 am,and 5 p.m for appt.

PROPANE
BERNZ
2 Er. Stove

1 2 99 Rig .42994

EXQUISITE,
REASONABLE
TYPING
done by Miss Carey - call 293-4700.
Close to SJS. Ditto, mimeo slightly
higher per page.
$47.50cmo. Call 292.9739. Men only,
of age, sex or ethnic background. you
can learn to PLAY ROCK -BLUES &
JAZZ DRUMS. No equipment needed to
start. Call Ray 292-4460,
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Eache’s.
Free delivery. free service. No contract.
Call 251.2598.
EXPERT TYPIST - FAST. Will do all
kinds of typing on electric typewriter.
Reasonable rates. Call 292-3901.
WILL DO TYPING IN MY HOME. Gaper ion cod, dependable, reasonable.
Phone 294.1313.
TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers, etc.
Experienced and fast Phone 269.8674.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Technical or
theme papers. IBM Selectric - carbon
ribbon if desired. 961-9102.

FOR SALE 131

120 WATT STEREO AMP. AM-FM
tuner. 8MM Boles movie camera, zoom
& wide angle lens. Call 292-4460.

MITCHELL

Red China.
After his newsletter Was banned
from the US. mails in August,
the Post Office Department said
a recent issue "encourages Negro
soldiers in Vietnam to murder
their while fellow soldiers and generally urged them to create unrest and tension among the
troops."
Wulff asked the department for
a copy of the newsletter and was
turned down. The department said
it is abiding by its own ban and
can’t send him one through the
mail.

El Rancho Drive In

SNOW HILL

11"-’4

over

WASHINGTON (AP)
- The
American Civil Liberties Union is
coming to the defense of a newsletter which the Post Office Department claims is inciting Negro
servicemen to "insubordination,
disloyalty, refusal of duty, murder and mutiny."
The ACLU’s legal director, Melvin L. Wulff, said court action on
behalf of Robert F. Williams, publisher of "The Crusader," will be
begun within several weeks.
Williams, a Negro, fled a kidnaping charge in Monroe, N.C.,
slx years ago and now lives in

Now Playing
’toil it till
I hot, C. II
oil -MAI Lop,
.is zit iitleittor
strident. gostrnattent, It.
,ysttrtn, foreign students, the
and
ainpus sexual
ri tatit
, trottrm and teacher ealuation.
ASG so-as total:1,1 irt 1!n11
solve the problem oil conuntInto,ilion between campuses. it is a
non -pal it i cal organizat ion whose
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